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Description

Hi there,

When I go to add a new plugin (attached), I get the following message:

Error 500: internal application error.

An email message with all error details has been sent to our staff that will fix the issue ASAP.

I have attached the plugin causing the error.  My login is wellsp (the one being used to upload).

Please let me know how I can help resolve the issue.

Kind regards,

Pete

History

#1 - 2014-02-10 08:42 AM - Alessandro Pasotti

- Assignee set to Alessandro Pasotti

#2 - 2014-02-10 09:01 AM - Alessandro Pasotti

- Status changed from Open to In Progress

It's a wierd problem with unicode in the metadata.

While I try to fix it you can just stick to ASCII in metadata.txt

#3 - 2014-02-10 10:01 AM - Peter Wells

- Assignee deleted (Alessandro Pasotti)

Hi Alessandro,

Thanks for the insight - I'm going to check for any unicode in there and try uploading once again (in a short while).  Thanks for your help - I'll let you know

how I get on...

Kind regards,

Pete
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#4 - 2014-02-10 10:02 AM - Peter Wells

- Assignee set to Alessandro Pasotti

Oops - accidentally unassigned you.. there you go.

#5 - 2014-02-10 10:13 AM - Alessandro Pasotti

- Status changed from In Progress to Feedback

I'm updating the server right now, can you please test your original package (that with unicode)?

#6 - 2014-02-10 01:01 PM - Peter Wells

- % Done changed from 0 to 100

- Status changed from Feedback to Closed

Sweet... just uploaded the original package and it's working as expected - I think we can consider the issue resolved and yourself owed a beer :)

Thanks again for the quick resolution.

Kind regards,

Pete

PS. I have set the issue to 100% and closed - not sure if that's the correct thing to do...

Files

autoTrace.zip 41 KB 2014-02-10 Peter Wells
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